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S U M M A R Y

Aim: To provide a detailed genomic-epidemiological description of a complex multi-ward
SARS-CoV-2 outbreak, which originated in the crowded emergency department (ED) in our
hospital during the third wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, and was elucidated promptly by
local whole-genome sequencing (WGS).
Methods: SARS-CoV-2 was detected by reverse transcriptase real-time polymerase chain
reaction on viral RNA extracted from nasopharyngeal swabs. WGS was performed using an
Oxford MinION Mk1C instrument following the ARTIC v3 sequencing protocol. High-quality
consensus genomes were assembled with the artic-ncov2019 bioinformatics pipeline and
viral phylogenetic trees were built, inferred by maximum-likelihood. Clusters were
defined using a threshold of 0e1 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) between epi-
demiologically linked sequences.
Results: In April 2021, outbreaks of COVID-19 were declared on two wards at University
Hospital Limerick after 4 healthcare-associated SARS-CoV-2 infections were detected by
post-admission surveillance testing. Contact tracing identified 12 further connected cases;
all with direct or indirect links to the ED ‘COVID Zone’. All sequences were assigned to the
Pangolin B.1.1.7 lineage by WGS, and SNP-level analysis revealed two distinct but simul-
taneous clusters of infections. Repeated transmission in the ED was demonstrated, involving
patients accommodated on trolleys in crowded areas, resulting in multiple generations of
infections across three inpatient hospital wards and subsequently to the local community.
These findings informed mitigation efforts to prevent cross-transmission in the ED.
Conclusion: Cross-transmission of SARS-CoV-2 occurred repeatedly in an overcrowded
emergency department. Viral WGS elucidated complex viral transmission networks in our
hospital and informed infection, prevention and control practice.
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Introduction

COVID-19, caused by SARS-CoV-2, is a global public health
concern that has reached pandemic status [1] and caused sig-
nificant morbidity and mortality worldwide. In Ireland, the
‘third-wave’ of the pandemic was characterized by a dramatic
rise in community infections in early 2021, following phased
easing of public health non-pharmaceutical interventions and
the widespread transmission of the B.1.1.7 Alpha Variant of
Concern (VOC) [2,3]. During this time, a surge in COVID-19
hospitalizations threatened to overwhelm the Irish healthcare
system, and despite robust infection prevention and control
(IPC) efforts, healthcare-acquired COVID-19 infections and
nosocomial outbreaks were frequently observed [4]. As such,
the prevention of SARS-CoV-2 transmission was recognized as
critical to protecting patients and healthcare workers in the
acute hospital setting [4].

Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) has emerged as an
important tool for characteriszing the epidemiology and pat-
terns of transmission of a wide variety of microbial pathogens
[5e7], and has been shown to offer higher resolution for
comparative analyses during outbreak investigations than tra-
ditional typing techniques [8]. In recent years, the develop-
ment of affordable, high-throughput, massively parallel next-
generation sequencing (NGS) platforms has meant that
sequencing is now feasible for diagnostic purposes in routine
clinical microbiology laboratories [5,8], and can deliver
actionable results to IPC teams in hospitals within clinically
meaningful timeframes [9,10]. Throughout the COVID-19 pan-
demic, the unprecedented scale of genomic data generated
worldwide has provided important insights into the evolution
and pathogenesis of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Integrated genomic
surveillance networks have informed public health decision-
making in many jurisdictions [11,12] while, on a local scale,
high-resolution single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)-level
analysis has helped to resolve nosocomial [9,13e15] and com-
munity [16] COVID-19 outbreaks. Despite this, limitations to
WGS exist, and in real-world settings phylogenetic recon-
struction of outbreaks can only approximate true chains of
transmission as unsampled cases will invariably exist; there-
fore, genetic data must be combined with epidemiological
information and knowledge of background genomic diversity
for accurate interpretation of results.

To improve our understanding of SARS-CoV-2 transmission
within our hospital and inform IPC practice, WGS was intro-
duced in early 2021. When a complex nosocomial outbreak was
declared in April of that year, genomic data were combined
with an enhanced epidemiological investigation to elucidate
mechanisms of viral transmission.
Methods

Setting

University Hospital Limerick (UHL) is a tertiary-referral
hospital in Ireland, with an inpatient capacity of 531 beds.
The hospital’s new emergency department (ED), which serves
the entire mid-west region of the country and a population of
almost 500,000 people, was opened in 2017 and is built to
modern specifications, with 49 single treatment rooms and
mechanical ventilation supplied to all care areas. In accord-
ance with national guidelines [17], patients presenting to the
ED undergo an initial risk assessment and are allocated to
specific COVID-19 or non-COVID-19 pathways. Those with sus-
pected or confirmed COVID-19 receive care in one of three
dedicated zones within the department, designated Zone B,
Zone C and Zone D. At the time of this outbreak, surgical face
masks were worn universally by healthcare workers (HCWs) and
offered to patients; within dedicated COVID zones, filtered
face-piece respirators (FFP-2) were used by those providing
direct patient care. During periods when inpatient bed-space
capacity is exceeded by the number of acute presentations,
patients are accommodated on trolleys situated along corridors
in the ED and also on hospital wards, and priority for isolation is
given to confirmed COVID-19 cases. When available, patients
with suspected or confirmed COVID-19 requiring admission to
hospital are placed in single rooms on dedicated COVID-19
wards supplied with mechanical ventilation. However, out-
side of dedicated COVID-19 units, many of the general inpa-
tient wards have older infrastructure, and are comprised of
multi-bedded, open-plan, ‘Nightingale-style’ bays accom-
modating up to 14 inpatients, relying exclusively on natural
ventilation. During the study period, post-admission nasal swab
surveillance testing of inpatients for SARS-CoV-2 was con-
ducted 72-hourly. Routine surveillance testing of asympto-
matic HCWs was not performed either by polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) or antigen testing, in line with contempora-
neous national IPC guidance. However, in the context of out-
break investigations and on the advice of the Outbreak Control
Team (OCT), PCR testing of both asymptomatic staff and
patients was conducted in specified areas at day 0 (first dis-
cussion at outbreak meeting) and day 7.

Case definitions

SARS-CoV-2 infections were diagnosed in individuals who
returned an ‘RNA detected’ result by real-time, quantitative
reverse-transcriptase PCR (RT-qPCR) on nasopharyngeal swabs,
performed on either the Alinity M (Abbott, Abbott Park, IL,
USA), Respibio (Serosep, Limerick, Ireland) or GeneXpert
(Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) diagnostic SARS-CoV-2 plat-
forms. Samples were collected in the context of suspected
COVID-19 infection, as part of routine post-admission surveil-
lance testing, or as part of contact tracing efforts during out-
break investigations. Healthcare-associated infections (HCAIs)
and community-acquired infections (CAIs) were categorized in
accordance with national surveillance definitions [18]. ‘Prob-
able’ outbreak cases were defined as those in which a combi-
nation of both epidemiological and genomic data provided
support for viral transmission, while ‘possible’ outbreak cases
were those linked by epidemiological or genomic information
alone.

WGS and comparative genome analysis

All HCAI cases were reviewed by the OCT, and PCR-positive
samples with cycle threshold (CT) values of<30 were selected
for WGS in suspected outbreak cases. Nucleic acid re-
extraction was performed using a Liferiver EX3600 auto-
mated nucleic acid extractor system (Liferiver Bio-tech, San
Diego, CA, USA) and SARS-CoV-2 whole-genome libraries were
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prepared using the ARTIC v3 tiled amplicon multiplex PCR
protocol [19]. Final libraries were sequenced on a MinION
Mk1C instrument (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, Oxford,
UK). Using the artic-ncov2019 SARS-CoV-2 bioinformatics
pipeline [20], high-quality consensus genomes were assem-
bled with a minimum of 94% genome completion and Pangolin
v2.0 [21] was utilized for viral lineage assignment. Analysis of
run quality was with the ‘Ncov-tools’ QC pipeline [22]. Multi-
way sequence alignments were performed using MAFFT v7.407
[23], and viral phylogenetic trees inferred by maximum-
likelihood were generated with IQ-TREE v1.6.12 [24] and
visualized with iTOL v.6 [25]. USHeR [26] was utilized for rapid
placement of outbreak sequences on a global phylogeny and
for interrogation of mutations. In keeping with published
thresholds for differentiating clusters of nosocomial SARS-
CoV-2 infections [13], 0e1 pairwise SNPs supported viral
transmission between epidemiologically linked cases. Plots of
individual SNPs relative to a reference sequence were gen-
erated with ‘snipit’ [27] and all outbreak sequences were
deposited in the Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data
(GISAID) repository [28] (accession numbers are provided in
the Supplementary data.)

Ethical approval

Ethical approval for this study was granted by the hospital
Research and Ethics Committee (Reference 141/2021).

Results

A COVID-19 outbreak was declared at UHL on 13th April 2021
after post-admission surveillance testing of four inpatients
across two inpatient medical wards yielded positive results. All
four sentinel cases were asymptomatic and in hospital for more
than seven days prior to testing positive; meeting the definition
for HCAI. Genomic and epidemiological investigation identified
seven further linked hospitalized cases, along with five cases
sampled in the community or at local healthcare facilities.
Temporospatial links to patients in the ED COVID Zone C at UHL
between 30th March and 1st April 2021 were demonstrated and,
Table I

Case characteristics of hospitalized cases

Case Age Gender Indication for

hospitalization

W

diag

Cluster 1 1 90 Male Falls ED Zo
2 81 Male Acute cholecystitis ED Zo
3 71 Female Chest pain ED Zo
4 87 Female Vasculitis Ward
5 77 Female Falls Comm
6 83 Female UTI Ward
7 88 Female Falls Ward
8 82 Female UTI Comm

Cluster 2 9 96 Female TIA ED Zo
10 76 Male Aspiration pneumonia Ward
11 87 Male B-Cell lymphoma Ward

ED, emergency department; ICU, intensive care unit; SNP, single nucleot
infection.
a H¼ C15732T, I¼ C29546T, J¼ C17474T; K ¼ C25611A; L ¼ T23752C; M ¼

did not meet criteria for whole-genome sequencing (WGS). Patient 8: teste
while an initial IPC assessment declared a single outbreak, WGS
revealed two simultaneous but distinct clusters.

Case characteristics and outcomes of hospitalized
patients

Case characteristics, including outcomes at 30 days from
diagnosis, for hospitalized cases are summarized in Table I.

Description of cluster 1

The suspected index case, designated Patient 1, was
transferred to UHL on 19th March 2021, testing positive for the
presence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA on admission. He had been iden-
tified as a close-contact of a COVID-19 infection at another
hospital 10 days earlier. He was initially placed on a dedicated
COVID-19 ward but, two days post-admission, he required
transfer to a two-bedded room on a non-COVID ward (Ward A)
due to a requirement for cardiac telemetry, which was only
available in certain areas of the hospital. During this time,
transmission-based precautions were applied and no other
patients were accommodated in this room. Shortly after being
admitted to Ward A, Patient 1 experienced a seizure neces-
sitating the administration of high-flow oxygen in his room and
was transferred to a dedicated COVID-19 ward for higher acuity
care.

Two hours after Patient 1 left his room, Patient 2 was
admitted to the adjacent bed-space from a different area on
ward A, where he spent a total of 14 h before transfer to
another ward. He was discharged on 30th March, but re-
presented to the ED Zone C on 31st March after a clinical
deterioration. Before the result of his admission PCR test was
available, which confirmed the presence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA,
he spent 11 h on a trolley in the ED. During this time, he was in
close proximity (approximately 4 m) to Patient 3, a female
patient also located on a trolley. After a negative COVID-19
test, Patient 3 was discharged on 31st March, but re-
presented with COVID-19 pneumonia requiring direct admis-
sion to the intensive care unit (ICU) on 11th April. Patient 4, one
of the sentinel cases, also spent time in the ED Zone C on 30th
ard

nosed

Date

diagnosed

Outcome (30 days) Distinguishing

SNP patterna

ne C 19/03/21 In hospital H, I
ne C 31/03/21 Recovered; discharged H, I, J
ne C 11/04/21 ICU admission; recovered H, I, J
B 04/04/21 In hospital H, I, J, K
unity 12/04/21 Recovered H, I, J, K
B 10/04/21 In hospital H, I, J, K, L
B 09/04/21 Recovered; discharged X
unity 13/04/21 Recovered X
ne C 30/03/21 Recovered; discharged M
C 04/04/21 Recovered; discharged M
C 06/04/21 Died M

ide polymorphism; TIA, transient ischaemic attack; UTI, urinary tract

G4288A; X¼ Not sequenced. Patient 7: cycle threshold (CT) value>30:
d in the community: sample could not be retrieved for WGS.
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March after transfer from another healthcare facility, over-
lapping with Patients 2 and 3. In the week prior to transfer to
UHL, she had returned a total of four negative COVID-19 PCR
tests. Following a period of 24 h in ED Zone C, she was moved to
a general medical inpatient ward (Ward B) where, five days
later, she tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 on routine surveil-
lance testing. Although she was asymptomatic at the time of
diagnosis, she deteriorated shortly thereafter and was trans-
ferred to a dedicated COVID-19 ward. However, during her time
on Ward B, Patient 4 overlapped with four patients who were
subsequently designated as HCAI outbreak cases: Patients 5, 6,
7 and 8.

Patient 5 was a woman treated on Ward B between 27th

March and 8th April 2021, and subsequently diagnosed with
COVID-19 infection in the community on 12th April: despite
multiple negative COVID swabs during her inpatient stay, she
became symptomatic shortly after leaving hospital, and was
identified as a close contact of Patient 4. Another sentinel
case, Patient 6, attended ED Zone C on 1st April, testing neg-
ative for COVID-19 on presentation. She was admitted to a
multi-bedded bay on Ward B and SARS-CoV-2 RNA was sub-
sequently detected through surveillance testing on 10th April.
Patients 7 and 8, who were both present on the same multi-
bedded bay on Ward B as Patient 6 for five days, were both
deemed ‘possible’ outbreak cases as their samples were
unavailable for WGS: Patient 7 was also asymptomatic and
diagnosed on a surveillance test performed on 9th April with a
CT value >30, while Patient 8 became symptomatic shortly
after leaving hospital and was diagnosed in the community.
Temporal and geographic links between cases within Clusters 1
and 2 are illustrated in Figure 1.

Viral WGS and pairwise SNP analysis was performed on
available samples from Patients 1 to 6, with preliminary results
available within seven days of outbreak declaration, supporting
the hypothesis that Patient 1 was the source of introduction
into UHL. The viral genomes recovered from Patients 1 and 2
March
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Figure 1. Gannt chart illustrating temporal and geographic links betwe
Patient 1 to Patient 8 is supported, beginning in Ward A, through the e
Ward B. Within Cluster 2, Patient 9 is the proposed source of introducti
in turn shared time with Patient 11 on Ward C. HDU, high-dependenc
differed by a single SNP (C17474T); given that their time in the
same room on Ward A was separated by a 2-hour window, and
no HCWs sampled on the ward returned positive results, viral
transmission from Patient 1 to Patient 2 via an airborne route or
via an environmental surface in the room was felt to be most
plausible. Sampling of frequent touch surfaces in this room was
performed in the weeks following the putative transmission
event from Patient 1 to Patient 2, though SARS-CoV-2 RNA was
not detected from these samples. A stepwise accumulation of
two further SNPs over sequential generations of infection over
a 21-day period supported a direction of transmission from
Patient 1 to Patient 6, which is illustrated in Figure 2.

Description of cluster 2

Patient 9 was transferred to UHL from a nursing home, and
also received care in the ED Zone C on 30th March 2021, testing
positive for the presence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA on presentation.
She spent a total of 10 h in Zone C, overlapping temporally and
geographically with patients subsequently assigned to Cluster 1
by WGS. Her time in ED also overlapped with Patient 10, a
patient who was also diagnosed with HCAI on 4th April through
post-admission surveillance testing on Ward C where, in turn,
she shared time with Patient 11, an immunosuppressed man
who tested positive on 6th April. Illustrated by Figure 3, WGS
performed on samples received from Patients 9, 10 and 11
demonstrated indistinguishable viral genomes with a shared
unique G2488A mutation, which supported a direction of
transmission from Patient 9 to 10 in the ED zone C, and sub-
sequently from Patient 10 to Patient 11 on Ward C.

Links to community sequences

As illustrated by Figure 3, outbreak sequences were placed
on a viral phylogenetic tree which included over 400 Irish
B.1.1.7 lineage genomes from the local region submitted to
April
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1731

ther inpatient ward
CU/HDU

en cases. Within cluster 1, the putative chain of transmission from
mergency department on 30the31st March, and subsequently on to
on, overlapping with Patient 10 in the emergency department, who
y unit; ICU, intensive care unit.
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GISAID in the months preceding and following the outbreak.
Five additional identical sequences were uncovered by this
analysis (Community Cases 1 to 5), and were identified as
‘possible’ outbreak cases. These were sequenced at the UCD
National Virus Reference Laboratory (NVRL), Dublin, Ireland,
and assembled viral genomes were retrieved from GISAID for
inclusion in our phylogenetic analysis. Plausible links were
established between each of these community sequences and
cases within Clusters 1 and 2, which supported a continuous
chain of transmission between individuals rather than the
introduction of unrelated but identical sequences into UHL by
chance: Community Cases 1 and 2 were indistinguishable from
the sequence recovered from Patient 1, and were both col-
lected from patients with COVID-19 at the local hospital where
he received care prior to transfer to UHL, while Community
Case 3 was a household contact of Patient 4. Community Cases
4 and 5 were collected from individuals from the same town as
Patient 9, the suspected primary case in Cluster 2, and shared
identical viral genomes.
Infection prevention and control response

Following the outbreak declaration onWards A, B and C, PCR
testing of all patients and HCWs took place, with no further
cases identified. Cross-transmission demonstrated by WGS
facilitated focused IPC interventions; in the ED, point-of-care
testing using the Abbott ID NOW� instrument (Abbott,
Abbott Park, IL, USA) for SARS-CoV-2 was introduced to rapidly
detect asymptomatic infections and provide overnight testing
when the virology laboratory was closed (8pm to 8am), while on
Wards B and C, portable HEPA filtration units have been
installed. Furthermore, decisions on the postponement of
scheduled care across the hospital to assist with efforts to
alleviate ED overcrowding were also informed by WGS.
Discussion

This study describes the experience of using WGS, per-
formed and analysed locally in near real-time, to characterize
a nosocomial COVID-19 outbreak linked to an overcrowded ED
in a tertiary hospital in Ireland, during a period of high com-
munity prevalence of SARS-CoV-2. Findings supported viral
spread between patients accommodated on trolleys and
transmission across multiple inpatient hospital wards, resulting
in significant morbidity.

Crowded conditions in hospitals, and particularly emer-
gency departments, are known to pose considerable risks to
timely, safe and efficient patient care [29] and such conditions
have been associated with both transmission of SARS-CoV-2
[30] and increased patient mortality during the COVID-19
pandemic [31]. At our institution, overcrowding has been
identified as an ongoing challenge for many years, attributed to
insufficient inpatient bed-space capacity in the hospital and
wider region, while the practice of boarding extra patients on
trolleys in the ED and other areas of the hospital during busy
periods has been highlighted as a particular concern [32]. This
outbreak highlights how such practices and conditions acted as
barriers to the implementation of optimal IPC standards,
including the maintenance of adequate distance between
patients awaiting SARS-CoV-2 test results in dedicated COVID-
19 care zones. However, it is important to recognize that
crowding was inevitable within the context of available bed
capacity (both total and single room) and the unprecedented
numbers of acute presentations to our ED during the third
pandemic wave. Despite the temporary curtailment of elective
care at our hospital in early 2021 to facilitate the provision of
unscheduled care, repeated surges in COVID-19 admissions
unmasked longstanding deficits in healthcare capacity, mani-
festing as overcrowding, virus cross-transmission and,
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ultimately, worse patient outcomes. Identifying and addressing
such capacity deficits is crucial to avoid nosocomial trans-
mission during future surges of infectious diseases including
COVID-19.

Interestingly, we note parallels between this outbreak and
the original SARS-CoV-1 epidemic 20 years ago, whereby a large
nosocomial outbreak occurred following the introduction and
spread of SARS-Coronavirus Type 1 into the ED of a hospital in
Toronto. Similar to our experience, onward transmission was
observed from an individual with an occult healthcare-
acquired infection, who was initially discharged from hospital
after spending time in close proximity to an index case, and
was not isolated upon re-presentation to ED shortly thereafter
[33]. However, in contrast to the tools available to
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Figure 3. (a) Maximum-likelihood viral phylogenetic tree rooted in Wuhan MN908947.3, including all B.1.1.7 viral genomes submitted to
Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data (GISAID) from the Mid-West region of Ireland (including counties Limerick, Clare and
Tipperary, N ¼ 422) between 1st March and 30th April 2021. Cluster 1 is highlighted in red and Cluster 2 in green. (b) Singler nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) annotated viral phylogenetic tree rooted on MN908947.3 and pruned to highlight outbreak sequences: both clusters
were preserved with 100% ultrafast bootstrap support (nodes with support values �97% are annotated). SNPs unique to each clade are
highlighted in blue: Cluster 1 was defined by the presence of two nucleotide mutations C15732T and C29546T, while sequences in Cluster
2 all shared a unique G4288A mutation.
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investigators in 2003, access to viral WGS in our diagnostic
laboratory enabled prompt reconstruction of this outbreak.

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, genomic data have
informed IPC responses to nosocomial COVID-19 outbreaks in
many countries [9,13e15] and shed light on the dynamics of
viral transmission. In this study, pairwise-SNP analysis of viral
genomes from inpatients and community cases quickly eluci-
dated the source of introduction into our hospital and, in
combination with a detailed epidemiological investigation,
resolved the chain of transmission between patients. This
facilitated targeted IPC interventions in areas of the hospital
where cross-transmission was demonstrated, including the
introduction of point-of-care testing in our ED and the instal-
lation of portable HEPA filters on inpatient wards.

Of note, comparative SNP analysis provided support for an
airborne or environmentally mediated transmission event
between Patient 1 and Patient 2, who were temporally sepa-
rated by a 2-h window on Ward A, and whose viral sequences
differed by a single mutation. Although the relative con-
tribution of airborne viral particles and fomites to onward
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 has been subject to debate, labo-
ratory studies have demonstrated potentially infectious virus is
detectable for up to 3 h in aerosols and for up to 72 h on plastic
and stainless steel [34], while experiments conducted on hos-
pital wards have recovered viable SARS-CoV-2 RNA from
patients’ rooms even in the absence of aerosol-generating
procedures [35]. While PCR testing of environmental surfaces
in the room on Ward A did not detect viral RNA, it was
performed 2 weeks after the event, with terminal cleaning of
all surfaces in the room (using a chlorine-dioxide-based sol-
ution with potent activity against SARS-CoV-2 [36]) taking place
after the room was vacated by Patient 1. Air sampling was not
performed which, combined with the above limitations, meant
the precise route of transmission could not be established.
However, given that enhanced contact tracing which included
PCR testing of all asymptomatic patients and HCWs did not
identify other cases, IPC measures in place for HCWs (which
included universal use of surgical face-masks and FFP-2 masks
in COVID zones) were shown to be effective, and indirect
transmission via aerosols or an environmental surface in the
room was judged to be the most plausible mechanism.

In addition to providing support for directionality of trans-
mission between patients, individual genomic mutations may
also offer insights into patient outcomes and the predicted
pathogenicity of SARS-CoV-2; there is evidence to suggest that
the C25611A mutation detected in Patients 4, 5 and 6, which
causes a synonymous mutation in the Orf3A region may be
associated with increased disease severity relating to changes
in RNA secondary structure [37]. However, no clear correlation
with outcomes of the patients harbouring this mutation were
apparent in this study.

Despite the power of WGS to resolve outbreaks in healthcare
settings and delineate chains of transmission, its limitations
must also be considered when making inferences based on
similar genetic sequences alone. The moderate substitution
rate in SARS-CoV-2 as a result of viral replication with
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proofreading activity [38] and the frequent occurrence of
convergent mutations [39] means that genetically indis-
tinguishable viruses may be recovered from unrelated indi-
viduals, and can lead to false assumptions about links between
cases. This limitation is highlighted by Abbas et al. [40] who
found that, due to low genetic diversity between cases
sequenced during a nosocomial SARS-CoV-2 outbreak in a
rehabilitation centre, genomic data offered little to the out-
break investigation. The relative sensitivity and specificity of
SNP thresholds for defining linkage between and within clusters
can vary according to the viral genomic diversity and preva-
lence at a given time-point in the pandemic; this is highlighted
by Lumley et al. [13] who, in the context of a large analysis of
nosocomial infections during the winter of 2020, demonstrated
that a threshold of 0e1 SNPs combined with epidemiological
data captured the majority of cases genuinely linked to a given
cluster whilst minimizing over-calling of linkage in non-
nosocomial cases. Conversely, we show that in prolonged out-
breaks the index case may differ from subsequent connected
cases by two or more SNPs after multiple generations of
transmission; however, links between these cases could only be
demonstrated by intensive contact tracing and rigorous sam-
pling and in many circumstances (including this study whereby
WGS could not be performed on samples from Patients 7 and 8)
complete phylogenetic reconstruction is limited by the exis-
tence of unsampled or unidentified intermediates.

This study also underlines the importance of integrated
pathways to combine community and hospital patient meta-
data with genomic information, as previously unrecognized
relationships between hospital samples and those collected in
the local community were uncovered only through collabo-
ration with our regional public health team and by access to
consensus genomes sequenced elsewhere through the public
genome repository GISAID. Internationally, coordinated
national WGS networks have been crucial to pandemic
responses by informing public health policy [12] and by ena-
bling rapid sequencing which is prioritized at the point of need
[41]. In the UK, the CLIMB-COVID digital infrastructure [42],
which incorporates bioinformatics tools such as CIVET [43] has
enabled integration of sample-associated metadata with
genomic sequencing data and has facilitated prompt analysis of
outbreaks in the context of background genomic diversity. In
April 2021, when this outbreak took place, such a resource did
not exist in Ireland and sequencing of SARS-CoV-2 had been
implemented predominantly for genomic surveillance purposes
on a national scale [11]. With some exceptions [14], limited
infrastructure or capacity existed for the analysis of local
hospital outbreaks in real time. To address this need, the Irish
National SARS-CoV-2 Surveillance and Whole Genome
Sequencing Programme was established in January 2021 [44],
which has overseen plans to develop a distributed network of
sequencing laboratories in six hospitals (including UHL) across
the country, linking with Public Health and a central ‘Hub’ at
UCD NVRL. With support from a European Centre for Disease
Control (ECDC) Health Emergency preparedness and Response
Authority (HERA) Incubator grant [45], this Hub-and-Spoke
model will be introduced in early 2022, and aims to facilitate
both prompt reactive analysis in the context of local outbreaks
and enhanced national genomic surveillance.

In conclusion, cross-transmission of SARS-CoV-2 occurred
repeatedly in our overcrowded ED involving patients accom-
modated in close proximity on trolleys, resulting in onward
spread throughout the hospital. WGS, combined with a detailed
epidemiological investigation and collaboration with regional
Public Health, characterized the outbreak promptly and
facilitated focused IPC interventions in high-risk areas of the
hospital. The experience of developing and implementing WGS
has informed local IPC strategies and has led to our site being
designated a regional spoke in a national sequencing network.
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